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Disk ABeurling, $\backslash \eta_{\mathrm{T}}.\mathrm{R}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}$ $[1]$





closed $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{I}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}$ ideal $P$ $I\subset H^{\infty}$
hull $Z_{H^{\infty}}^{\ulcorner}(I)$ $Z_{/_{H^{\infty}}}(I)= \bigcap_{f\in I}\{X\in M(H^{\infty});f(\prime J.\cdot)=0\}$
2.1 $P\subset H^{\infty}$ $p_{\mathit{7}\dot{\gamma}\gamma\prime}lc\supset ideal$
$l^{(f}.\in P$ ,f $\in P()\tau\cdot c)\mathrm{c}\in P$
maximal ideal x prime ideal $\circ$
22 $Z_{H}\infty(P)\subset D$ $P$ $\max i7rbc\iota l$ ideal $\circ$
2.3 ([2, R.MO7 ll. P. Gorkin. R. $\mathrm{n}/[_{()7t}inl$) $Z_{H^{\infty}}(P)\subset \mathrm{I}^{\neg}$ $7_{\lrcorner H^{\infty}}(P)\subseteq$
($\mathrm{j}^{1}$, $P$ $\uparrow\gamma\iota axi_{7r\iota}al$ idcal $\Gamma^{1}=\{.x$. $\in M(H^{\infty})$ : $P(x)=$
$\{.x\cdot\}\},$ $G=\{x\in M(H^{\infty}) ; P(x)\neq\{.’\chi j\}\}$ .
24 $(R.\Lambda’Iorti_{7}l?, [\mathit{2}])Z_{H^{\infty}}(P)\cap M(L^{\infty})\neq\emptyset$ $P$ maximal iical
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non-lnaximal closed prilne ideal
25 $\mathcal{T}t\mathrm{L}\in M(H^{\infty})\backslash D$ non trivial point. $P(r\prime l)$ $c\tau\iota_{Ca}s()7lp_{\mathit{0}_{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}}\prime}\cdot t$.
$I=$ { $.f\cdot\in H^{\infty}:.f\cdot=()$ on $P(7\prime\prime.)$ }
$noarrow\gamma_{-}7\gamma baXimal$ closed $p_{7^{\nu}i}\gamma nc^{v}\prime i_{\text{ }}(fc’ a\iota$
. $fg\in I$ $.f\cdot.q=()$ on $P(r’|_{\text{ }})$ . $L_{7n}$ Hofflnan lllap
.$f_{C/\mathrm{O}}..L_{\eta\prime}(\approx)=(.f\cdot\circ Jar\prime 1)(.t/^{\mathrm{o}f}\lrcorner r1\iota)(\approx)=()$ on $/j$ .
$f\circ L_{\tau r},.,$ $\mathrm{L}\zeta J^{\mathrm{o}L_{r\gamma 1}}$ . $\in H^{\infty}$ $f(\supset L_{7\prime\prime}$. $=$ $()$ , or $\mathrm{c}()^{\circ}L_{rr},$ $=$ $()$ ./ $=$
$0$ on $P(7’?\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT})$ or $g=0$ on $P(’\gamma\gamma\iota)$ $f\in I$ or $g\in I$ .
25. ideal I non-maximal closed prilne ideal
Alling’s conjecture
26 (P. $Gorki_{7\iota}$ . $R.\Lambda/I_{or},tir\iota i\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}[\mathit{3}]$) $P$ closcd $p^{\chi}’\dot{\eta}7’\iota\epsilon$ idcal
$P=I_{H^{\infty}}(\ulcorner z\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\infty(P))$
closed prilne ideal





3.1 $I$ $P_{\mathit{7}}\cdot i_{7r\iota e}$ ideal $\overline{I}=I_{H^{\infty}}(Z_{H}\infty(I))$
. Case I. $Z_{\infty}(I)\cap M(L^{\infty})=\emptyset$ . 25.
Case II. $Z_{\infty}(I)\cap M(L^{\infty})\neq\emptyset$ .
$.f\cdot\in I_{H^{\infty}}(z_{H^{\infty}}(I)))||.f\cdot||=1$. $.f\cdot\in\overline{I}$ $\in\in(0,‘\frac{1}{\mathit{2}})$
$[4_{i}.\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}.3]$ open subset $R\subset D$
(3–1) $|f\cdot(z)|<\overline{\mathrm{c}}$ if $z\in R$ ,
46
(3–2) $|f\cdot(z)|>\delta(\in)$ if $z\in D\backslash R$ ,
(3–3) $\int_{\Gamma^{\backslash }}|F||dz|\leq C||F||_{1}$ for $F\in H^{1}$ .
$\Gamma^{\mathrm{t}}=\partial R\cap D,$ $0<\delta(\overline{\mathrm{c}})<\in,$ $C$
$Z_{H^{\infty}}(I)\subset Z_{H^{\infty}}(f\cdot)\subset\{\prime x\in M(H^{\infty});|f.(Z)|<\in\}$
$[5,\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}2.5]$ $l\iota\in I,$ $||f\iota||=1$
(3–4) $Z_{H^{\infty}}$ (fi ) $\subset\{x\in M(H^{\infty});|f(Z)|<\delta(\in)\}$ .
$I$ prixn ideal $Z_{H}\infty(I)\cap M(L^{\infty})\neq\emptyset$
$h$ outer function $n$ $n$
(3–5) $|h|\geq 1-\in$ on $\{x\in M(H^{\infty});|f(_{X})|\geq\delta(\in)\}$
$E\subset\partial’D$
(3–6) $E=\{\epsilon^{i\theta}),\in\partial D;|f\cdot(C,)i\theta|\geq 2\in\}$
$\delta\cdot(_{\hat{\mathrm{C}}})<\in<2\in$
(3–7) $|f \iota|\geq 1-\in>\frac{1}{2}$ on $F_{\lrcorner}.a.\epsilon i$
$D_{7}$. $=\{z\in D;|z|<7^{\cdot}\}(0<r<1)$ $G_{7}^{\mathrm{Y}}$. $=D_{r}\backslash \overline{R}$
[6]
(3–8) $\int_{\partial G_{r^{\cap}}\partial}Dr.\frac{f(z)F(z)}{h(z)}dZarrow\int_{\Gamma}\frac{f(z)F(z)}{h(z)}dz$ (as $7^{\cdot}arrow 1$ )






(3–9) $| \int_{E}.\frac{f(z)F(z)}{f\iota(z)}d_{Z}-\int_{E}f\cdot(z)F(Z)\overline{f}\mathrm{L}d_{\mathcal{Z}}|\leq 4\in||F||_{1}$ .
(3-6)
(3–10)
$| \int_{E}f(_{Z})F(z)h\overline{(}z)d_{Z}-\int_{\partial D}f(z)F(_{Z})fi\overline{(}z)dz|\leq\int_{\partial D\backslash E}|f(Z)F(Z)f\iota(^{\gamma})-.||dZ|\leq 2\in||F||1$ .
(3-9) (3-10) ,
(3–11) $| \int_{E}\frac{f(z)F(z)}{h(z)}d_{Z}-\int\partial DfFh\overline{(}z)dz|\leq 6\in||F||_{1}(\mathrm{f}^{J}\urcorner\in H^{1})$ .
$E.,$. $\subset\partial D$
(3–12) $7^{\cdot}E_{r}=\partial G_{7}$. $\cap\partial D_{\gamma}.$.
(3–13) $d\theta(E\cap E_{r})arrow d\theta(E)$ (as $7^{\cdot}arrow 1$ )
$G_{7}$ . (3-2),(3-5)
(3–14) $|fi|\geq 1-\in$ on $G_{r}.$ .
$rEr$
1
(3–15) $|f\iota|\geq 1-\in>-2$ on $rE,.$ .
(3-15) $7^{\cdot}arrow 1$
$| \int_{E_{r}\backslash E}(\frac{]F}{f\iota})(rz)dz|$ $\leq$ 2 $\int_{\partial D\backslash E}|(IF)(r\cdot z)||dz|$
$arrow$ 2 $\int_{c9D\backslash E}|(f\cdot F)(z)||d_{\mathcal{Z}}|$
$E$
$\lim_{rarrow}\sup_{1}|\int_{E_{7}\cdot\backslash E}(\frac{fF}{lx})(rz)dz|\leq 4\in||F||_{1}$ .
$\mathit{1}_{(}‘’.G_{\Gamma^{\cap}}’\partial Dr.\frac{](z)F(_{Z})}{h_{\text{ }}(Z)}dZ-7^{\cdot}\int E_{7}\cap E(\frac{]F^{\neg}}{f\iota}.)(rz)dZ=7^{\cdot}\int_{E_{r}\backslash }E(.\frac{fF}{f\iota}.)(7^{\cdot}z)d_{\mathcal{Z}}$
48
(3–16) $1 \mathrm{i}_{\ln}.\sup_{7arrow 1}|\int_{\partial c_{r}\text{ }}\partial D_{r}$ $. \frac{](z)F(z)}{f\iota(z)}dz-7^{\cdot}\mathit{1}^{\cdot}E_{r}\mathrm{n}E’(\frac{]F}{f\iota}.)(7^{\cdot}z)d\mathcal{Z}|\leq 4\in||F||1$
(3-13)
(3–17) $\gamma\cdot\int_{E}$.$. \cap E(\frac{]F}{f_{l}}.,$ $)(7^{\cdot}Z)d_{Z} arrow.\int_{E}(\frac{fF}{f_{l}}.)(z)d_{Z}$ $(\mathrm{a}_{\mathfrak{n}}\mathrm{s}7^{\cdot}arrow 1)$
(3-8) (3-11) (3-16) (3-17)
(3–18) $| \int_{\mathrm{I}^{\urcorner}}\frac{}fF}{[_{1_{\text{ }}}dZ+\int_{c}9DfF\overline{[_{1}}\text{ }d_{Z}|\leq 1\mathrm{t})\in||F||_{1}$ $(F\in H_{0}1)$
(3-1-): (3-2): $(:3- 3),(3- 4)$




$|/_{\Gamma fD}\Gamma^{\cdot}.Ft\cdot\overline{f\mathrm{i}},dZ|$ $\leq$ $|J_{\mathrm{r}^{\backslash }}^{\cdot}. \frac{fF}{h}.d\mathcal{Z}|+1()\mathcal{E}||F||_{1}$
$\leq$ $(1( \mathrm{J}+2C_{\text{ }^{}\gamma})\in||F|\int_{1}$ $(F\in H_{0}1)$
$\mathrm{L}^{\infty}/H^{\infty}\cong(H_{()}^{1})^{*}$
$||f|f_{l},|\underline{‘\rangle}|+f.H^{\infty}||=||f\overline{f\prime}\text{ }+H^{\infty}||\leq(1()$ +2( \mbox{\boldmath $\gamma$})\in
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